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Previous examination revealed a correlation of phytopathogenic data of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strains and
the DNA sequence variability of a type ATP00464 hflB
gene fragment. To further investigate such a relationship,
all distinct genes previously annotated as hflB in the genome
of ‘Ca. P. mali’ strain AT were fully sequenced and analyzed
from a number of representative mild, moderate, and severe
strains. The re-annotation indicated that the sequences
encode six AAA+ ATPases and six HflB proteases. Each of
the nine distinct deduced AAA+ proteins that were examined formed a coherent phylogenetic cluster. However,
within these groups, sequences of three ATPases and three
proteases from mild and severe strains clustered distantly,
according to their virulence. This grouping was supported
by an association with virulence-related amino acid substitutions. Another finding was that full-length genes from
ATPase AP11 could only be identified in mild and moderate strains. Prediction of the membrane topology indicated
that the long ATPase- and protease-carrying C-terminal
tails of approximately half of the AAA+ proteins are extracellular, putatively facing the environment of the sieve tubes.
Thus, they may be involved in pathogen–host interactions
and may compromise phloem function, a major effect of
phytoplasma infection. All full-length genes examined
appear transcriptionally active and all deduced peptides
show the key positions indicative for protein function.
Phytoplasmas are uncultivated bacterial plant pathogens of
the class Mollicutes characterized by small genomes (530 to
1.350 kb) and a low G+C content (21.4 to 29.5%). They are
transmitted from plant to plant by phloem-feeding insects such
as leafhoppers, planthoppers, and psyllids and are associated
with diseases of some 1000 plant species (Seemüller et al.
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2002). Many of them, including apple proliferation (AP), are
of considerable economic importance. Like all phytoplasmas,
the AP agent resides in plants exclusively or predominantly in
sieve tube elements of the conducting phloem tissue (Siller et
al. 1987). Previous work on diseased apple and pear trees has
shown that the function of the secondary phloem may be severely affected by the infection. Severe histopathological
symptoms such as callose deposition and sieve tube necrosis
were observed in susceptible genotypes. The impaired phloem
transport leads to the accumulation of starch in the aerial parts
of the trees and depletion of starch in the roots and may result
in decline of the trees (Batjer and Schneider 1960; Blodgett et
al. 1962; Kartte and Seemüller 1991).
Little is known about the molecular mechanism of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’-induced disease. However, an involvement of the protein encoded by hflB gene ATP00464 was
recently suggested by comparing phytopathogenic data of ‘Ca.
P. mali’ accessions from 27 symptomatically different apple
trees and the corresponding single-strand conformation polymorphism profiles and DNA sequences of a variable fragment
of this gene. Phylogenetic comparison of the hflB gene sequences of the various strains revealed that mild and severe
strains cluster separately, according to their virulence (Seemüller
et al. 2011). hflB (synonym ftsH) genes encode membraneassociated ATP- and Zn2+-dependent proteases that are conserved among bacteria and degrade misassembled and shortlived proteins, thus enabling cellular regulation at the level of
protein stability and contributing to quality maintenance of
proteins in the membrane and cytoplasm. They are characterized by a transmembrane region, ATPase domains, and a protease module (Ito and Akiyama 2005).
In the four completely sequenced phytoplasma genomes, between six and 24 copies of hflB genes have been annotated
(Arashida et al. 2008; Bai et al. 2006; Kube et al. 2008;
Oshima et al. 2004; Tran-Nguyen et al. 2008). On the ‘Ca. P.
mali’ strain AT chromosome (GenBank accession number
CU469464.2), 12 full-length or truncated hflB genes were annotated previously and were assigned to three groups of paralogs
(ATP00011, ATP00406, ATP00460, and ATP00487;
ATP00034, ATP00454, ATP00457, and ATP00464; and
ATP00039 and ATP00146) and the orthologs ATP00273 and
ATP00382 (Kube et al. 2008). The transcription of ATP00034,
ATP00464 (Schneider and Seemüller 2009), ATP00146,
ATP00406, and ATP00460 (M. Kube, unpublished results) has
been identified. The high copy number of hflB genes in phytoplasmas is unusual in other prokaryotes, including the close
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phytoplasma relative Acholeplasma laidlawii (GenBank accession number CP000896.1), which has only one hflB gene. Although the abundance of hflB genes in phytoplasmas seems to
indicate their importance for these plant pathogens, it is not
clear whether they are involved in parasitism. The ATP00464
hflB gene investigated in our previous study encodes a putative
protein of 599 amino acid residues that is anchored to the cytoplasm membrane via two transmembrane segments, with the
short N- and long C-terminal part facing the cytoplasm. The
main cytosolic region consists of an ATPase associated with
various cellular activities (AAA+ protein) composed of an
AAA+ ATPase and a Zn2+ metalloprotease (Schneider and
Seemüller 2009; Seemüller et al. 2011). This data may suggest
that the ATP00464 protein is essential for cellular function but
may not directly be involved in pathogenicity. However, from
Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella enterica, there is indication that, by action of HflBs/FtsHs, pathogenicity can be
affected by attenuating virulence (Alix and Blanc-Potard 2008;
Lithgow et al. 2004). Similar effects cannot be excluded for
the AP phytoplasma.
To further investigate the possible role of HflBs in the virulence of ‘Ca. P. mali’, we amplified and sequenced all distinctly different genes previously annotated as hflB in strain AT
from a number of representative mild, moderate, and severe
isolates. Based on the data obtained, we reannotated the genes
and determined the diversity and homology among the genes
and the deduced proteins. In order to examine the phytopathologic relevance of the AAA+ proteins, the deduced amino acid
sequences of strains differing in virulence were analyzed for
clustering behavior and relevant substitutions. In addition, the
putative spatial orientation of the long C-terminal tails was
assessed using two prediction systems to obtain information
about whether the catalytic domains of the AAA+ proteins are
cytosolic or extracellular.
RESULTS
Strain virulence and
polymerase chain reaction amplification.
Twenty ‘Ca. P. mali’ strains maintained in apple or periwinkle
(Catharanthus roseus) and tobacco (Nicotiana occidentalis)
Table 1. ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strains examined
Strain
b

1/93Vin
1/93Tabc
2/4
2/7
3/1
3/2
3/3
3/5
3/6
3/8
8/7
12/93
AP15d
AT 4
AT-2
GDH1
GDH4
GDH6
Rol
WS

Geographic origin

Virulence (score)a

Burgundy (France)
Burgundy (France)
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Udine (Italy)
Heidelberg
Trento (Italy)
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Dossenheim
Heidelberg
Dossenheim

Mild (0.1)
Mild (0.1)
Mild (0.2)
Mild (0.2)
Severe (3.0)
Mild (0.1)
Mild (0.2)
Severe (3.0)
Severe (3.0)
Moderate (2.4)
Moderate (1.8)
Severe (3.0)
Severe (2.6)e
Moderate (2.4)e
Moderate (2.3)
Severe (2.7)
Severe (2.8)
Severe (2.6)
Moderate (2.4)
Severe (2.8)

a

Score: 0, no symptoms to 3, severe symptoms.
Maintained in apple and Catharanthus roseus.
c
Maintained in apple and Nicotiana occidentalis.
d
Maintained in C. roseus and N. occidentalis.
e
Estimated values from infection of experimental hosts.
b
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were included in the study. From previous work, each of them
was known to show a uniform phytoplasma population
(Seemüller et al. 2010, 2011). Virulence of the material examined differed considerably and was assessed as being mildly,
moderately, or severely virulent (Table 1).
Of the 12 genes previously annotated as hflBs in ‘Ca. P.
mali’ strain AT, 10 of them comprising ATP00011, ATP00034,
ATP00039, ATP00273, ATP00382, ATP00406, ATP00454,
ATP00457, ATP00460, and ATP00464 were amplified from
other strains. They are referred to in the following as AP11 to
AP464. Homologs of genes ATP00146 and ATP00487 were
not included because they are, in the fully sequenced chromosome of strain AT, identical to their paralogs ATP00039 and
ATP00011, respectively. Amplification of the selected genes
from the various strains varied considerably, due to sequence
variability in the intergenic regions or the adjacent genes.
Some genes, such as AP39 and AP460, could be amplified
from many strains with one primer pair. However, to obtain
sufficient data necessary to examine sequence relationship and
strain virulence, amplification of other genes, such as AP34
and 406, required up to six primer pairs (Supplementary Table
S1). Gene AP406 could be amplified with one primer pair
from all mild strains whereas several other pairs were necessary to amplify the gene from moderate and severe strains.
Due to the difficulties in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification, not always the same strains could be examined for
the various genes.
Molecular and phylogenetic features.
BLAST searches with the PCR-amplified gene sequences
and all genes of strain AT previously annotated as hflB
revealed that the 12 genes consist of two groups. Six genes
with sizes between 1,065 and 1,404 bp encode AAA+ ATPases
and six genes with sizes between 1,797 and 2,061 bp encode
HflB proteases (Table 2). Amplification of putative hflB gene
AP454 resulted from all analyzed strains in truncated PCR
products that consisted of 330- to 550-bp fragments of the 3′
end. They constituted the entire protease module or parts
thereof whereas the ATPase domains and the transmembrane
segments were missing. Sequence alignments revealed that the
AP454 fragments are most closely related to sequences of
paralog AP464 (data not shown). Another finding was that the
full-length AP11 gene could only be amplified from all mild
strains examined, tobacco-maintained strain AT, and moderate
strains 8/7 and AT-2. In contrast, only rudimentary, mostly
approximately 150-bp-sized AP11-specific fragments from the
3′ end could be amplified from severe strains and some moderate strains (Fig. 1; data not shown). Similar-sized fragments in
addition to full-length genes were observed in some samples
from mild strains and moderately virulent strain 3/8 (data not
shown).
Phylogenetic analysis of deduced full-length peptide sequences showed that the strain sequences of each AAA+ protein formed a coherent group that clustered in a distinct subclade. Distinct subclades were also formed by the members of
the two major paralogous groups, consisting of ATPases AP11,
AP406, and AP460 and HflBs AP34, AP457, and AP464, respectively (Figs. 2 and 3). The sequence identity between the
proteins of these groups was 51.0 to 79.0%. The phylogenetic
distance between the orthologs AP273 and AP382 and between the orthologs and the paralogous groups (17.8 to 30.0%
identity) was considerably greater. An exception was HflB
AP273 that showed approximately 50% sequence similarity
with the group of paralogs represented by AP464 (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). Because this value was similar to those
in the group of paralogs represented by AP460, AP273 may be
considered as a paralog of the AP464 group.

Compared with the diversity between the AAA+ proteins,
the strain sequences of each of these proteins formed quite homogeneous groups. A particularly high sequence identity
(similarity values between 97.8 and 99.1%) was shown by
AP11, AP273, and AP457. With dissimilarities between 86.6
and 87.7%, diversity was highest in AP406 and AP460 (Table
2). Despite the distinct clustering of the various proteins and
their different variability, each of the two groups of proteins
appeared to be functionally similar. In the protein–protein
BLAST searches, all AAA+ ATPases were classified as typical
members of the AAA+ superfamily that represent an ancient
group of ATPases belonging to the additional strand, catalytic
E division of the P-loop NTPase fold. They are molecular
chaperons or ATPase subunits of proteases and other enzymes.
The HflB proteases of ‘Ca. P. mali’ are all members of peptidase family 41, superfamily cl03209, and are composed of the
ATPase domains and a peptidase module.
In addition to the previously identified transcriptional activity
of genes AP34, AP146, AP406, AP460, and AP464, transcription of genes AP11, AP39, AP273, AP382, and AP457 was
shown in this study. All deduced full-length AAA+ proteins
possessed the characteristic elements of the ATPase module,
consisting of the Walker A and B domains, the pore region,
sensor 1 and 2, and the second region of homology that includes the arginine finger. However, these motifs were polymorphic except for key positions that are crucial for protein
function. For the AAA+ proteins of ‘Ca. P. mali’, variability
was observed mainly in the arginine finger and sensor 2 motifs
of ATPases AP460 and AP39 and, to a lesser extent, in HflB
AP382 (data not shown). However, highly conserved and functionally important key residues were present in all critical domains of the AAA+ proteins examined although, in some of
these motifs, only one or two instead of two or three canonical
key positions were present. The Zn2+ metalloprotease domain
HEXXH, where X is any amino acid residue, was conserved in
all HflBs of ‘Ca. P. mali’. The relevant AAA+ protein motifs
of strain AT are shown in Table 3 as an example.
Membrane topology and signal peptides.
The Phobius predictor classified all AAA+ ATPases and
HflB proteases of ‘Ca. P. mali’ as integral membrane proteins.
Membrane topology prediction indicated that all ATPases have
a single transmembrane domain. A single segment was also
predicted for the AP382 protease whereas all other HflBs have
two domains (Table 4). Prediction of the spatial orientation of

the catalytically relevant C-tail suggested that this segment of
AP457, AP464, and AP11 (including its paralog AP487 in
strain AT) of all strains examined was facing the cytoplasm. In
contrast, the C-tail of ATPases AP39/AP146 and AP460 and of
proteases AP34, AP273, and AP382 was uniformly predicted
to be extracellular. ATPase AP406 showed a different feature
in that the C-tails of all mild strains, the two periwinkle-maintained strains AT and AP15, and moderate strain 8/7 were predicted to be cytoplasmatic whereas an extracellular orientation
was predicted for all severe strains isolated from apple and
moderate strain 3/8 (Table 4; data not shown).
The Phobius predictions were largely confirmed by the
PolyPhobius approach that includes alignment information from
related proteins in the assessment. Exceptions included mainly
the extracellular orientation of the C-tail of all AP406 sequences
whereas the C-tail of all HflB AP34 sequences and the AP273
sequence of mild strain 1/93Vin was predicted to be cytosolic
(Table 4; data not shown). Analysis of the PolyPhobius prediction data indicated that these differences to the Phobius prediction were due to the strains selected by the program for comparison. For the AP406 proteins, mainly or exclusively closely
related ‘Ca. P. mali’ and ‘Ca. P. asteris’ sequences characterized
by extracellular C-tail orientation were selected. In contrast,
mainly sequences of walled bacteria were used for the C-tail
prediction of AP34 by the PolyPhobius program that were predicted by Phobius to have a cytoplasmatic C-tail.
Using the SignalP 4.0 software, signal peptides were only
predicted for the AP39 protein of strains AT and 1/93. The
probability scores for these proteins were just above the
threshold of 0.45, whereas the scores of the AP39 protein from

Fig. 1. Polymerase chain reaction amplification of AAA+ ATPase gene AP11
of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ from severe (3/1, 3/5, 3/6, GDH4, WS,
12/93, and GDH1), moderately virulent (Rol, 8/7, and AT-2), and mild (2/4
and 3/2) strains with primers binding in the flanking regions of the gene.

Table 2. Molecular features and phytopathogenic relationships of AAA+ ATPases and HflB proteases of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strains
Protein
AAA+ ATPase
AP11

Number of strain
sequences

Amino acid
residues

Protein identity
(%)

14

421

99.1–100

AP487
AP406

1
17

421
414–415

…
87.7–100

AP460

15

354–357

86.6–99.7

11
1

463–470
470

95.5–99.6
…

10

600

96.2–99.8

AP454
AP457
AP464

10
16
16

100–180
601–602
599

…
97.8–100
96.3–100

AP273
AP382

14
17

680–686
598–626

97.9–100
90.2–100

AP39
AP146
HflB protease
AP34

Phytopathogenic relationships
Full-size proteins only from mild and some moderate strains;
C-terminal fragments only from severe strains
Identical paralog to AP11 in ‘Ca. P. mali’ strain AT
Virulence-related clustering; 31 virulence-related substitutions, mainly at
the N-terminus
Virulence-related clustering; Severe strains differ mostly by seven
substitutions from mild strains
Virulence-related clustering; Severe strains share three substitutions
Identical paralog to AP39 in ‘Ca. P. mali’ strain AT
Virulence-related clustering and virulence-related substitutions; unique
37-residue stretch in strain AT
C-terminal fragments only
No virulence-related clustering or substitutions
Virulence-related clustering and virulence-related substitutions; unique
37-residue stretch in strain AT
No virulence-related clustering or substitutions
Virulence-related clustering and virulence-associated substitutions
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other strains were below this threshold (Table 4). The Phobius
software did not predict signal peptides in any sequence.
Amino acid sequence and strain virulence
of AAA+ ATPases.
Comparison of strain virulence and phylogenetic clustering
indicated a close relationship of these traits for most AAA+
ATPases (Table 2). All sequences from severe and mild strains
of ATPases AP39, AP406, and AP460 clustered distantly (Fig.
2). Less unambiguous was the positioning of the moderately
virulent strains 8/7, AT-2, and Rol and the periwinkle- and
tobacco-maintained strain AP15 that clustered with either
severe or mild strains. However, at least one sequence of each
of these strains clustered with severe strains. An exception was

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic and phytopathogenic clustering of deduced amino acid
sequences of AAA+ ATPases AP11, AP39, AP406, and AP460 of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ from severe (3/1, 3/5, 3/6, 12/93, AP15, GDH1,
GDH4, GDH6, and WS), moderately virulent (3/8, 8/7, AT, AT-2, and ROL),
and mild (1/93Vin, 1/93Tab, 2/4, 2/7, 3/2, and 3/3) strains. Distant clustering
of severe and moderately virulent strains is indicated by brackets. The length
of the two major branches was cut for higher resolution of strain differences.
Extensions of the protein names indicate strain designation.
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strain AT that always clustered with mild strains although it
induced moderate symptoms in periwinkle and N. occidentalis.
The full-length sequences of the putatively cytoplasmatic AP11
ATPase from mild and moderate strains were identical or nearly
identical (Table 2).
The distinct clustering of the strains examined according to
their virulence was linked to molecular markers at the deduced
amino acid level. No virulence-related substitutions were identified in the sequences of protein AP11. By contrast, with the
exception of moderate strain 8/7, the sequences of AP406 from
severe and moderately virulent strains from apple differed
from those of mild strains by 31 substitutions. Of these, 12 were
located in the region from the N terminus to the transmembrane segment (Fig. 4). The remaining 19 substitutions occurred
mainly in three groups. They included the Walker A and arginine
finger motifs without affecting key residues. The sequences of
the AP460 protein exhibited an overall diversity and distinct
clustering similar to its paralog AP406. However, they showed
only seven major substitutions at positions 262, 277, 278, 282,
296, 297, and 313 that distinguished nearly all severe strains
from most mild and moderate strains. A deletion in severe
strains at position 294 led to the loss of the G residue in the
canonical sensor 2 motif GAR, in which only the A residue
remained. The AP39 sequences of severe strains differed from
those of moderate and mild strains by substitutions at positions
30, 31, and 398, the former two being located in the transmembrane segment. In addition to the major substitution sites
described, in ATPases AP39, AP406, and AP460 there were
several single substitutions and small groups of replacements
that only occurred in either severe or mild strains and contributed to the distant clustering.
Amino acid sequence and strain virulence of HflB proteases.
Compared with the ATPases, the relationship between the
deduced amino acid sequence and strain virulence in the HflBs
was less pronounced (Table 2). In the AP464 paralog group,
the AP464 sequences from all severe and moderate strains as
well as from periwinkle-maintained strain AP15 clustered in a
different branch than those of mild strains (Fig. 3). They
showed a single unique substitution at position 135 in the second transmembrane segment. In addition, strain AT showed a
stretch of 37 residues close to the C-terminus with 13 unique
substitutions (Fig. 5). AP34 sequences from severe strains clustered at two distant positions of the subtree and differed from
all mild and moderate strains by a single substitution at position 428. Moreover, the AP34 sequence from strain AT showed
the same unique 37-residue stretch close to the C-terminus as
described for AP464 (Fig. 5). In contrast, the cytoplasmatic
protease AP457 showed little sequence variability and no virulence-related clustering (Fig. 3).
The AP273 protease showed high sequence similarity over all
strains (Fig. 3). Virulence-related clustering and substitutions
were not identified. In contrast, AP382 sequences showed a considerably higher diversity, resulting in a distinct clustering of all
severe and moderate strains, including periwinkle-maintained
strain AP15 (Fig. 3). Moreover, all severe and moderately virulent strains, except for strain AT, showed virulence-associated
substitutions between the protease motive and the C-terminus at
positions 480, 525, 527, and 570. In addition to the major substitutions described for AP34, AP382, and AP464, there were several smaller groups of substitutions and single-residue replacements in these proteins in which severe and mild strains differed
and which contributed to their distant clustering.
Rates of radical and conservative amino acid replacements.
The number of sites at which the amino acid residues of
most or all severe strains differed from those of most or all

mild strains was most pronounced in the ATPases AP406 and
AP460 and in HflB protease AP382. For this reason, the relevant sites of these proteins were examined for the type of
amino acid substitutions in more detail. Of the 31 substitutions
in protein AP406, 12 were located at the N terminus (Fig. 4).
Eleven of the latter group were radical replacements classified
by volume and polarity (“polar replacements”). Five of them
also were classified as radical replacements of the category
characterized by charge differences (“charge replacements”).
Of the remaining 19 substitutions, which mainly occurred in
three narrow groups, 10 were radical polar replacements, of
which six were also radical charge replacements. The seven
major substitutions in the AP460 protein were located between
position 262 and 313 and consisted of six radical polar replacements and four radical charge replacements.
The four major substitution sites of HflB protein AP382
occurred from position 480 to 570 and consisted of two conservative replacements and two radical charge and polar
replacements. Of the 13 substitutions in the unique 37-residue
stretch of strain AT at the C-terminus of the AP34 and AP464
proteins, 11 were radical polar replacements and 8 were also
radical charge replacements. These data indicated a high number of radical substitutions. Of the 73 major substitution sites
of AAA+ ATPases and HflB proteases of ‘Ca. P. mali’ that
were described in this section and in the two sections above,
only 25% were conservative replacements whereas 75% were
radical polar replacements and 49% were also radical charge
replacements.

similar. The AAA+ superfamily, to which both groups of proteins of the AP phytoplasma belong to, is a large group of
enzymes that are able to induce conformational changes in a
wide range of substrate proteins. The family’s defining feature

DISCUSSION
In plants, phytoplasmas cause a wide range of macroscopic
symptoms on leaves, flowers, and fruit and in the growing
habit. The formation of such mostly specific symptoms depends
much on the host species or host genotype. In addition, there
are nonspecific symptoms associated with most or all phytoplasmal diseases such as reduced vigor, low productivity of
crop plants, stunting, and decline. This group of symptoms is
usually attributed to the impairment of the sieve tube function.
The drastic effect of the infection as evidenced by pathological
callose deposition and sieve tube necrosis that leads to accumulation of carbohydrates, particularly starch, in source tissue
of trees and depletion of starch in the roots is well documented
(Batjer and Schneider 1960; Blodgett et al 1962; Braun and
Sinclair 1976, 1978; Kartte and Seemüller 1991). Reduced
contents of starch and soluble carbohydrates leading to growth
inhibition were also identified in the roots of ‘Ca. P. mali’–
infected periwinkle and tobacco (N. tabacum) plants (Lepka et
al. 1999). Despite this data on the detrimental effect of infection on phloem function, little information is available on the
molecular and physiological mechanisms behind this interaction.
The results of our work may allow new approaches to study
the pathogenic action of phytoplasmas in sieve elements. The
members of the two groups of AAA+ proteins analyzed in this
work are phylogenetically diverse but appear functionally

Fig. 3. Phylogenetic and phytopathogenic clustering of deduced amino
acid sequences of HflB proteases AP34, AP273, AP382, AP457, and
AP464 of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ from severe (3/1, 3/5, 3/6,
12/93, AP15, GDH1, GDH4, GDH6, and WS), moderately virulent (3/8,
8/7, AT, AT-2, and ROL), and mild (1/93Vin, 1/93Tab, 2/4, 2/7, 3/2, and
3/3) strains. Distant clustering of severe and moderately virulent strains is
indicated by brackets. The length of the two major branches was cut for
higher resolution of strain differences. Extensions of the protein names
indicate strain designation.
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is a structurally conserved ATPase domain that assembles into
oligomeric rings and undergoes conformational changes during cycles of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis. Thus, these
proteins are crucial for proteolysis, in which their role is to
unfold substrates and deliver them to the active site of the protease module. In HflBs, the ATPase domains and the protease
module are encoded in one polypeptide whereas, in most others
systems, the two modules are encoded in separate polypeptides
(Hanson and Whiteheart 2005; Snider et al. 2008). Although
there is a considerable polymorphism in the typical ATPase
motifs of the AAA+ proteins of ‘Ca. P. mali’, key positions
crucial for protein function were identified in all of them. Vir-

tually all variations observed in our work are known from other
AAA+ proteins and seem not to affect function (Erzberger and
Berger 2006; Hanson and Whiteheart 2005; Karata et al. 2001;
Langklotz et al. 2012).
HflBs usually degrade short-lived proteins and misassembled membrane proteins, contributing to their quality maintenance. In addition, they have a special ability to dislocate
membrane protein substrates out of the membrane, for which
their own membrane-embedded nature is essential. Functional
native protein substrates are susceptible to proteolytic action of
HflBs in initiation-signal-dependent manners. This mode of
proteolysis seems to involve sequential substrate unfolding,

Table 3. Characteristic domain motifs of AAA+ proteins of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strain ATa
Protein
AAA+ ATPase
AP11/AP487
AP406
AP460
AP39/AP146
HflB protease
AP34
AP457
AP464
AP273
AP382
a

Walker A

Pore

Walker B

Sensor 1

ARG finger

Sensor 2

Protease

G173CPGTGKT
G167VPGTGKT
G120VAGTGKT
G162PPGTGKT

Y206RG
Y199RG
Y153IG
Y184TI

IFLD236E
IFLD229E
IFLD183E
IFCD213E

T282NHI
T275NHI
T229NHF
T259NYI

R311KER
R300KER
KQDR257
ILSR272

G346ENS
G339ENS
DA295PE
SA350ND

…
…
…
…

G215PPGTGKT
G218PPGTGKT
G214PPGTGKT
G272PPGTGKT
G106PPGTGKT

Y248VG
Y251VG
Y247VG
Y305VG
Y141VG

LFID274E
LFID277E
LFID273E
IFID331E
IFVD173E

T320NRA
T323NRV
T319NRA
T376NQP
T221NRE

R332PGR
R335PGR
R331PGR
R388PGR
R233SGR

G381AQ
G384AQ
G380AQ
G437AQ
PA300Q

H437EAGH
H440EAGH
H436EAGH
H493ESGH
H360ELGH

Residues of high conservation and functional importance according to Hanson and Whiteheart (2005) and Ito and Akiyama (2005) are in bold.

Table 4. Prediction of spatial membrane topology and signal peptides of AAA+ proteins of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strains using Phobius,
PolyPhobius, and SignalP predictors
C-tail orientation, out (%)a
Protein
AAA+ ATPase
AP11
AP11, AP487
AP39
AP39
AP39
AP39
AP406
AP406
AP406
AP406
AP460
AP460
AP460
AP460
HflB protease
AP34
AP34
AP34
AP273
AP273
AP273
AP273
AP382
AP382
AP382
AP382
AP457
AP457
AP457
AP464
AP464
AP464

Segment

Phobius

PolyPhobius

D scored

2/4 (m)
AT (mo)
1/93Vin (m)
2/4 (m)
AT (mo)
GDH4 (s)
1/93Vin (m)
2/4 (m)
3/6 (s)
12/93 (s)
1/93Vin (m)
2/4 (m)
3/1 (s)
3/6 (s)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15
15
90
78
90
75
28
28
65
65
85
85
80
80

40
40
90
82
90
85
61
61
70
72
80
80
75
75

1–55 0.120
1–55 0.120
1–31 0.475
1–36 0.406
1–31 0.475
1–31 0.403
1–31 0.100
1–17 0.154
1–9 0.114
1–9 0.117
1–0 0.108
1–0 0.108
1–0 0.113
1–0 0.113

2/4 (m)
3/5 (s)
GDH4 (s)
1/93Vin (m)
2/4 (m)
3/6 (s)
12/93 (s)
1/93Vin (m)
2/4 (m)
3/6 (s)
12/93 (s)
2/4 (m)
3/6 (s)
AT (mo)
2/4 (m)
3/6 (s)
AT (mo)

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

80
90
80
65
85
87
88
98
100
100
98
24
25
20
3
2
2

25
30
25
45
85
87
85
72
80
75
72
24
25
20
0.02
0.02
0.02

1–1 0.283
1–1 0.273
1–1 0.273
1–38 0.209
1–38 0.212
1–38 0.212
1–38 0.212
1–0 0.116
1–0 0.116
1–0 0.103
1–0 0.103
1–13 0.233
1–13 0.233
1–13 0.233
1–1 0.311
1–1 0.302
1–1 0.311

Strain

b

a

c

Out (%) = probability of extracellular C-tail (>50% in bold).
Strain virulence: m, mild; mo, moderate; and s, severe.
c
Transmembrane segments.
d
SignalP 04 prediction, values for position and height of the cleavage site. Cut-off for AP39 and most other proteins = 0.45. Predicted signal peptides are in
bold.
b
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initiated by an initiation signal and then propagated along the
polypeptide chain (Ito and Akiyama 2005). Some nonsubstrate
membrane proteins can also be converted into HflB substrates
when they are altered to contain a tail of sufficient length
(Chiba et al. 2002).
In relation to pathogenesis, only a few reports have linked
HflB/FtsH to virulence. It could be shown that the virulence
factor MgtC of Salmonella enterica may be degraded by
action of this protein (Alix and Blanc-Potard 2008). On the
other hand, mutation of ftsH in Staphylococcus aureus may
lead to pleiotropic defects by affecting several physiological
and biochemical processes and attenuating pathogenicity
(Lithgow et al. 2004). Other work revealed that unassembled
SecY, which forms a stable translocon complex with SecE and
SecG, may be digested by action of HflB, leading to the compromised permeability barrier of the membrane in Escherichia
coli (Akiyama et al. 1996). These examples indicate weakening
of the pathogenic fitness of the microbes that may also apply
for the action of cytosolic AAA+ proteins of ‘Ca. P. mali’.
AAA+ proteins usually carry the transmembrane segments
in the N-terminal part while the long catalytic relevant C-tail is
cytosolic. Our finding that most ATPases and some of the proteases of ‘Ca. P. mali’ are predicted to be surface exposed is a
new aspect in understanding phytoplasma pathogenicity at the
sieve tube level. It might be possible that the powerful HflBs

attack plasmalemma proteins of sieve tube elements, in particular if the phytoplasma cells are attached to the outer membrane. Attachment to host membranes is well established for
most mycoplasmas pathogenic to humans and animals and is
considered to be a prerequisite for colonization and infection
(Razin et al. 1998). The same may be true for phytoplasmas.
However, there are no firm data on such an attachment because
this subject remains insufficiently investigated.
Based upon sequences of a variable AP464 fragment, we
recently identified the separate clustering of virulent and mild
strains that was associated with the presence of virulencerelated markers (Seemüller et al. 2011). To further investigate
the putative phytopathogenic relevance of AAA+ proteins, we
examined all distinct genes encoding these proteins in the AP
agent in this study. The results show that, in four of six
ATPases and three of five full-size HflBs, there were distinct
differences in clustering and the presence of virulence-related
substitutions between severe and mild strains. In both respects,
the moderate strains showed an intermediate position by clustering inconsistently with severe strains and showing fewer
substitutions. A different feature was shown by moderately
virulent and periwinkle-maintained strain AT that always clustered with mild strains and did not have virulence-related substitutions similar to those found in other virulent strains. Instead,
it differed from all other strains by a unique stretch of 37 amino

Fig. 4. Alignment of deduced N-terminal sequences, including the transmembrane domain (positions 35 to 55) of AAA+ ATPase AP406 of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strains of different virulence. Sequences AP406_AT through AP406_3/2 are from mild strains from apple, periwinkle(1/93Vin), and tobacco
(1/93Tab) and from periwinkle-maintained moderate strain AT and severe strain AP15. Sequences from AP406_12/93 through AP406_3/8 are from moderate
(AT-2 and 3/8) and severe strains from apple. Black boxes indicate substitutions and insertions in severe and moderately virulent strains from apple.

Fig. 5. Unique deduced protein sequence segments (position 560 to 594) in HflBs AP34 and AP464 of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ strain AT with 13
substitutions (black boxes). AP34_3/5 and AP464_3/5 represent AP34 and AP464 sequences typical for other strains.
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acid residues that occurred at an identical position in the AP34
and AP464 proteins. It is conceivable that the occurrence of
this segment is related to the long-time maintenance of this
strain in periwinkle and may be involved in virulence.
Most of the substitutions observed in our work represent
radical changes that affect the physicochemical properties of
the amino acids. Usually, nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions that change the physicochemical properties of amino
acids occur with a lower rate than those that do not or little
change the properties. This is consistent with the explanation
that physicochemical properties of amino acids are relevant to
protein function and that radical changes are more likely to be
subject to the negative or purifying selection than conservative
ones (Zhang 2000). Negative selection plays an important role
not only in maintaining the long-term stability of biological
structures by removing deleterious mutations but also in the
survival of an organism. An example for the role on survival
are host–parasite interactions. Here, host defense systems
evolve to recognize a special structure on the parasite and
allow its removal. This, in turn, induces negative selection on
the current form of the parasite while leading to positive selection of variants that cannot be recognized by the host (Loewe
2009). Thus, in our case, negative selection may be beneficial
for the pathogen and may support the hypothesis that the proteins predominantly showing radical replacements at the major
substitution sites are involved in virulence.
Our data may also indicate evolutionary trends that may be
relevant for virulence or fitness of the AP agent. Degeneration of
cytosolic ATPase AP11 was observed where full-length genes
were only amplified from mild and some moderate strains
whereas only small gene fragments were amplified from severe
strains. Similar-sized fragments together with full-length genes
were also observed in some samples from mild and moderate
strains. These findings may indicate that AP11 is degenerating
and not involved in virulence and not crucially significant for
cellular function. A more advanced state of degeneration was
identified in the fragmented, putatively cytosolic AP454 protein
gene as present in all strains. If the putatively virulence-related
HflB AP464 has special functions and is involved in pathogenicity, AP457 would be the only major cytosolic HflB with general
cellular functions similar to the single-copy HflBs/FtsHs of
other mollicutes and walled bacteria.
The presumption that the distinct clustering of AAA+ ATPase
and HflB sequences of virulent and mild strains of ‘Ca. P. mali’
and the presence of virulence-related substitutions indicate an
involvement of these proteins in the AP phytoplasma pathogenicity is supported by the prediction that the enzyme-carrying
C-tail of several of these proteins is oriented toward the sieve
tubes. Thus, they may affect sieve tube function. Therefore, our
results may encourage more intensive research on the AAA+
proteins and on pathogen–host interactions in the phytoplasma
sieve tube environment. In particular, the predicted extracellular
C-tail orientation requires experimental proof and, in due
course, elucidation of the mode of action at the ultrastructural,
histochemical, and molecular level. Another promising approach
to examine the supposed involvement of the AAA+ proteins in
AP phytoplasma pathogenicity is selection pressure analysis that
is based on the ratio of nonsynonymous (amino-acid-altering)
and synonymous (silent) substitutions. A clear positive selection
on the proteins associated with strain virulence would imply
their important role in pathogenesis (Kakizawa et al. 2006).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Phytoplasma sources.
Twenty ‘Ca. P. mali’ strains, each characterized to be a singlestrain accession in previous work (Seemüller et al. 2010, 2011)
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were included in this study (Table 1). With the exception of
strains 1/93Tab, 1/93Vin, AP15, and AT-2, which originate
from France or Italy, they were collected at the experimental
field of the Julius Kuehn Institute (Dossenheim, Germany) or
in surrounding areas (Table 1). The majority of the donor trees
were observed in the field for at least 12 years. Then the
strains were graft inoculated to M 11 rootstock and grown in
an unheated greenhouse for 4 years. The disease history of the
field-growing period of strains AT-2, Rol, WS, and the GDH
group is largely unknown. At sampling, they were strongly
symptomatic and were graft transmitted and grown in the greenhouse as described above. The scion cultivar of all trees was
‘Golden Delicious’. Strains 1/93Vin and 1/93Tab were maintained in apple and the experimental hosts periwinkle and N.
occidentalis, respectively. Strains AT and AP15 were previously transmitted from symptomatic apple trees to periwinkle
(Carraro et al. 1988; Marwitz et al. 1974) and subsequently to
tobacco using dodder (Cuscuta spp.) bridges. They were only
available in these experimental hosts. Appearance and severity
of disease symptoms of all greenhouse-maintained trees were
annually recorded using a rating scheme from 0 to 3 (0, no
symptom; 1, foliar reddening; 2, reduced vigor; and 3, witches’
brooms or severe stunting). The cumulative symptom values of
the trees were divided by the years of observation (Table 1).
More information on disease rating, virulence, and the determination of the single-strain status of the accessions examined is provided elsewhere (Seemüller and Schneider 2007;
Seemüller et al. 2010, 2011).
DNA and RNA extraction, PCR amplification, cloning,
sequencing, and cDNA synthesis.
DNA was extracted from phloem preparations of the current
season’s shoot samples from ‘Ca. P. mali’-infected apple trees
or leaf midribs of infected periwinkle and tobacco plants using
a cetyltrimethylammonium bromide procedure, as described
(Seemüller and Schneider 2007). For PCR amplification of the
10 distinct AAA+ proteins, a range of primers were designed
from the complete sequence of ‘Ca. P. mali’ strain AT and a
draft sequence of AP phytoplasma strain 1/93Tab (Kube et al.
2008; M. Kube, unpublished results) using Primer3 software
(Rozen and Skaletsky 2000). Most primers derived from intergenic regions flanking the respective gene or from adjacent
genes. If amplification with external primers was unsuccessful,
they were combined with internal primers. Amplification was
performed in 25-µl reactions containing 0.5 µM each primer,
1× polymerase buffer, 0.6 U of Taq polymerase (Ampliqon,
Copenhagen, Denmark), and 0.1 mM each dNTP. The reaction
was cycled with the following parameters: 5 min of initial denaturation at 95°C followed by 35 cycles at 95°C for 1 min, 52
to 54°C for 45 s, and 68°C for 1.5 to 2.0 min. The final step
was 5 min at 68°C.
PCR products were sequenced using external and internal
primers. In cases of variable product sizes or suspected truncated genes, amplification products were ligated into pGEM-T
Easy vector system (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, U.S.A.)
and were transformed to E. coli XL1 Blue cells (Stratagene,
La Jolla, CA, U.S.A.). Colony PCR was employed to amplify
the inserts of recombinant plasmids, using standard M13 primers. Clones were propagated in Luria Bertani medium. Recombinant plasmid DNA was extracted using a miniprep kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and the inserts were sequenced
using M13 and internal primers. Designation of genes and deduced proteins refer to the corresponding genes of ‘Ca. P.
mali’ strain AT; for instance “AP34” for the ATP00034 homologs in other strains.
Total RNA from strain AT-infected and healthy N. occidentalis was extracted using a silica procedure followed by DNase

treatment (Rott and Jelkmann 2001). cDNA synthesis and
PCR amplification of reverse-transcription (RT)-DNA was
performed using the OneStep RT-PCR kit (Qiagen).
Phylogenetic and functional analysis.
Alignment of DNA and deduced amino acid sequences was
performed with ClustalX2 (Thompson et al. 1997). Phylogenetic analyses were conducted in MEGA4 using the neighborjoining parameters and the bootstrap test. The trees were drawn
to scale, with branch lengths calculated using the average pathway method (Tamura et al. 2007). All information given in the
text on the position of amino acid residues refers to the multiple alignments of all strains of the respective protein. To determine identity and relatedness of the deduced protein sequences,
the Standard Protein BLAST (blastp) and PSI-Blast programs
were employed (Altschul et al. 1997), using GenBank nonredundant protein sequence database (National Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI], National Institute of Health,
Bethesda, MD, U.S.A.). The Conserved Domain Architecture
Tool (CDART) program (Geer et al. 2002), available in the
NCBI BLAST applications, was also included in the study.
Prediction of membrane topology, in particular the number of
transmembrane domains and the spatial orientation of the Cterminal tail, was performed using the Phobius and PolyPhobius
predictors (Käll et al. 2004, 2007). All amino acid sequences
were examined for their number of transmembrane segments
and C-tail orientation using the Phobius approach. A reduced
number of sequences from severe or moderate and mild strains
was examined from each protein employing the PolyPhobius
program. The presence of signal peptides was examined in all
sequences using the SignalP 4.0 software (Petersen et al. 2011)
and the Phobius program.
The type of amino acid replacement in nonsynonymous substitutions was examined by using a combination of ClustalX2
alignments (Thompson et al. 1997) and the criteria employed
by Dagan and associates (2002) to distinguish conservative
replacements (not or little affecting protein properties) from
radical substitutions that alter the physicochemical properties
of the protein. The possible amino acid replacements were
classified using two independent criteria: i) charge and ii) volume and polarity. Classification by charge was made by dividing the amino acids into three categories: positive (R, H, and
K), negative (D and E), and uncharged (A, N, C, Q, G, I, L, M,
F, P, S, T, W, Y, and V). Classification by volume and polarity
was made by dividing the amino acids into six categories: special (C), neutral and small (A, G, P, S, and T), polar and relatively small (N, D, Q, and E), polar and relatively large (R, H,
and K), nonpolar and relatively small (I, L, M, and V), and
nonpolar and relatively large (F, W, and Y). Within each of the
two classifications, amino acid replacements were deemed
conservative if they involved exchanges within a category and
radical if the exchanges occurred among categories. Only major
substitution sites important for the discrimination of severe and
mild strains were considered in the evaluation.
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